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Taciturn
Stone Sour

*****Tuning is a half step down (D#), chords are written the equivalent in 
standart tuning (Eg, when it s written F, you play it life a F but it sounds
life 
a E because of the tuning)*****

In every chord, play the pattern, play only the B, G and D chords.

Picking pattern:E-------------------|    This is the Gm chord.
                B--3-----3-----3----|
                G---3-----3------3--|
                D----5-----5------5-|
                A-------------------|
                E-------------------|

[Intro]
Gm

[Verse]
                     Gm
I d cross the sea to you
F                                    C
I ve left myself deserted here again
Gm                      F
I d cross the sea to you
   C                         Gm
My pieces are too broken now to mend
F                     Gm   Gm     Gm
In the middle under a cold black sky
   F                               Gm
The sun will only burn for you and I
Gm     F               Gm   Gm Gm
In the moment before I lose my mind
F                                  C
These hours don t mean anything this time

[Chorus]
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything
          Gm
Give me a sign
      C                     A#        Gm



Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything    (With piano)

[Verse]
                    Gm
I d cross the world for you
F                              C
My reasons have no reason to remain
Gm                      F
I d cross the world for you
C
I don t know what I m doing wrong
    Gm
but I can t stay the same
F                     Gm    Gm   Gm
In the middle under a clear blue sky
F                                   Gm
The sun can only burn for you and I
Gm     F
In the moment
F        Gm   Gm Gm
Before I lose my mind
      F                            C
These hours don t mean anything this time (Heavy part, play power chords)

[Chorus]
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything      (Solo) Gm all along
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything
          Gm               F
Give me a sign show me the light
      C                     A#
Maybe tonight I ll tell you everything, Everything, Everything

[Outro]
Gm x6+Complete chord


